Induction of cytokines in normal placental cells by the human immunodeficiency virus.
Placental cotyledon mononuclear cells (CMC) resemble peripheral blood monocytes/marcophages (MM) with respect to their expression of surface antigens and cellular function. CMC also express the CD4 antigen receptor and are thus susceptible to infection with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). When vertical transmission of HIV from mother to fetus occurs, the infection often remains latent until appropriate factors initiate the transcription of virus-specific mRNA. Cytokines, such as interleukin-1 beta (IL-1 beta), tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-alpha), and interleukin-6 (IL-6) which are produced by MM, up-regulate HIV expression in infected cells. The induction of cytokines in MM does not require active infection with HIV since heat-inactivated HIV (iHIV) and envelope gp120 caused cytokine secretion. We studied the ability of CMC from normal placentas to secrete these cytokines following stimulation with endotoxin, iHIV, recombinant GP160 and GAG55, and synthetic p17, HGP-30. Whereas CMC spontaneously secreted low levels of IL-1 beta and TNF-alpha, they constitutively secreted high levels of IL-6. All cytokine levels could be boosted by endotoxin. GP160, iHIV, and HGP-30 failed to augment cytokine levels above baseline. In contrast, GAG55 significantly boosted only TNF-alpha. The relevance of these findings is discussed with respect to the putative roles of cytokines in the immunoregulation of HIV in utero.